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MEETING NUTRI-WEST/ DR. BRIMHALL 4 YEARS AGO
CHANGED MY LIFE AND TRIPLED MY PRACTICE AND INCOME
December 29, 2008
By Dr. Robert Ornelas

Dear Dr. John,
I met both you and Dr. Brett four years ago at the Parker seminar in Las Vegas. I had no idea where this was
going to take me. I was so impressed with the nutrition testing, laser, adjustor, and percussor that I bought ALL
OF THEM, including the Nutri-West Test Kit on the spot. Then Sunday night I watched the video on the laser
over and over, and on Monday we started to practice wellness (at least I thought I was). Since then it has been
an incredible journey. I followed you around to learn, learn, and learn. I had no idea how to do AK, nutritional
testing, or emotional work; but after many seminars I am comfortable with all of the protocol. That’s why it’s so
important to attend the Nutri-West/Brimhall Seminars. Since then my journey has been incredible. Dr. Anderson
has been very instrumental in helping me understand and learn nutrition. He was very patient with me even after
I inundated him with many emails. THANKS DR. ANDERSON for helping me implement the NUTRI-WEST
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nutrition and the entire Protocol into practice.

By implementing Nutri-West nutrition and Dr.

Upcoming Seminars

Brimhall’s Six Steps to Wellness program, we have
helped many patients achieve better health and a
January 23-25

Advanced

Mesa, AZ Homecoming

Brimhall Team / Dr. John

more enjoyable lifestyle. During the last four years
patients have often commented that they feel great
NW 4-Life

on the inside. They would then ask if there is
800-255-3292

anything to help them look as good as they feel?
or 505-237-9680

My normal response was diet and exercise. We all
know that ends up very limited in their ability to
change their lifestyle long-term. So when Erchonia

February 7-8

Basic, Interm & Adv.

came out with the Zerona Lipo Laser, I had to get

Atlanta, GA

Dr.John Brimhall

it. The following is our protocol and responses:

NW Blue Ridge
800-334-3793

A Total Health Scan is performed on every patient
or 843-342-3688

and Nutri-West nutrition is started at least one
week prior to the Zerona Lipo Laser protocol. In
addition to the tested nutrition, one tablet of B6

Feb 27- March 1

Basic, Interm & Adv.

Niacin and 500 mg L-Carnitine is included. It is very

Dallas, TX

Dr. John Brimhall

important that the thyroid is functioning correctly,

NW Texas

so test for it. Add Total Thyroid if it tests positive

800-247-8791

and test for iodine by muscle testing or Labrix

or 214-733-8838

Saliva test as well.
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After each 40 minute lipo laser session, a 23 minute foot bath is accomplished. We concentrate the laser
application depending where the patient wants to lose inches. We include three areas of measurements.
Patients can utilize the Zerona daily but no more than a two day break between treatments.

Special Guests at
Homecoming

The Zerona Laser emulsifies the fat and pushes it
into the lymphatic and digestive system. This is
why nutrition and the foot bath are mandatory to

Dr. Brian Eric LeCompte

achieve adequate results. The Zerona helps the
patient lose inches. This is a great kick start for

One of our guest lecturers at Homecoming is Dr. Brian Eric

better health and a healthier lifestyle.

LeCompte, who tests and treats using genetic profiles with
natural therapies in his clinic and is highly published. Please
click this link for his CV and Bio:

The first female patient lost a total of five and a half
inches in six visits and the second female patient
lost a total of seven inches in ten visits and lost five

●

Dr. Brian Eric LeCompte's CV and Bio

pounds. In addition to her supplements she took
Total Greens three times per day for three days

Dr. Ryan Maloney

then once per day. I lost three inches (one area)
around my stomach in six visits.

Dr. Ryan Maloney, a PhD, will cover the research on the
Zerona Laser, the many uses and health improvements seen
with its use. You will find his CV and Bio here as well by
clicking on this link:

Two more female patients have had three sessions
and are already seeing results. The Zerona Laser
also works great for those dark bags under the
eyes. Three 90 second treatments usually take

●

Dr. Ryan Maloney's CV and Bio

care of this. It can also reduce the appearance of
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If you use laser this presentation is not even optional, it is a
must. If you don’t and hear his presentation, I think you soon
will be doing LLL or low level laser.

the double chin and those flabby triceps. Three
more patients just started on the lipo laser protocol
and we are excited to see the results. We have
already scheduled two more to start in two weeks

Dr. Robert Ornelas

and at least three more the first of the year.

Dr. Robert Ornelas is one of our Certified Brimhall

Thank you Dr. John, Dr. Anderson, Nutri-West, and

Practitioners and was one of the first chiropractors to add the

Erchonia for making this possible.

Zerona Laser Protocols with the Nutri-West Nutrition and has

Bringing wellness to the world and slimmer people
had incredible results. He will do a Puzzle Piece on his

too,
experience to be released in the next couple of weeks. He
will be part of the program at Homecoming and will present

Dr. Robert Ornelas, chiropractor

his office protocol, which has been and is overwhelmingly
successful for health, wellness, and profitability. He wills
workshop the Zerona Laser, foot baths and Electro Magnetic
therapy with the appropriate Nutri-West nutrition at

Dr. Ornelas will be one of our speakers at

Homecoming. He is bringing along his office staff Amy Lai

Homecoming January 23-25. He will tell his

and Ampee Gomez, to show you how it all fits together. He

story of how he has followed Nutri-West and

recently told me, since he met Nutri-West and Dr. Brimhall at

the Brimhall Protocol to triple his practice. He

a Las Vegas Parker seminar four years ago, he has

will be available to assist doctors and staff to

increased his production and profitability two and one half

experience, as much as possible the entire

times.

protocol, including the Zerona Laser
Treatment. He will be assisted by the “Team
Teachers” (Dr. John/ Dr. Brett Brimhall, Dr.
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Dr. Jay Mead and Dr. Erin Lommen

Luke Lovick, Dr. Brian Anderson, Dr. Bruce
Carrick, Dr. Dove Widenbaun, Dr. Mark

Dr. Jay Mead and Dr. Erin Lommen

Earnhart, Laura Holden, Brandy Beeson,
will cover the Labrix testing and be

Michael Saunders, Dr. Jeff Maitland and Dr.
reporting as follows:

Kayle Martinsen, along with GUEST
SPEAKERS: Dr. Brian LeCompete on Genetics
Saliva versus Serum: the science behind the testing and the

and Nutrition, Dr. Ryan Maloney on the Science
effectiveness of topically applied hormones.

and Application of Laser, Dr. Jay Mead and Dr.
Women’ Health: from PMS to Post menopause.

Erin Lommen, of Labrix on Salivary Testing in
many applications.

Nuts and bolts of testing and treatment of Men’s Health: from
ED to Andropause.

See YOU at Homecoming, with your whole staff for
a prosperous and profitable ‘09!!!

Nuts and bolts of testing and treatment Iodine: it’s Medical

John W. Brimhall, DC and the Wellness Team

Uses and the treatment of thyroid deficiency.

Also select the link below to see the Genentic Testing

Brimhall Wellness Seminars

available at Homecoming

(866) 338-4883
info@brimhallwellness.com

●

Genetic Testing

www.brimhall.com
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RE-CERTIFICATION WILL START THURSDAY NIGHT
FROM 6:00 PM TO 8:00 PM, SO YOU WILL NOT HAVE TO
MISS THE SEMINAR. IT WILL ONLY COST THE FULL
PRICE OF THE SEMINAR AND FROM THEN ON AND
YOU CONTINUE TO GET 1/2 OFF THE SEMINAR PRICE
FOR TWO YEARS AND A DISCOUNT ON HEALTH PATH
ORDERS.
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Dr. Brimhall's Health Puzzle Piece is a weekly email newsletter distribution that has been brought to you by the collaborative
efforts of the Brimhall Wellness Team. All newsletters are published and available at www.BrimhallPuzzlePiece.com a
division of Health Path Products, LLC.
The above statements have not been evaluated by the FDA. The nutritional information, suggestions, and research
provided are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent disease and should not be used as a substitute for sound
medical advice. Please see your health care professional in all matters pertaining to your physical health.
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